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elcomsoft phone viewer can extract all the content of a tar archive as a list of plain files, or as
content-encoded tar archives (also known as tar.gz archives). any of these can be previewed by
using a simple interface. the files and the container archive can also be explored by performing drag
and drop operations. users can also browse the file hierarchy and perform contextual searches on
any of the resulting names. forensic kits for different platforms can be exported. elcomsoft phone
viewer is optimized for powerful desktop computers, and also has a standalone windows version
allowing users to download, extract and process files locally in order to analyze them in a windows
environment. a small standalone version of the ios forensic toolkit is included as well, enabling to
extract and view extracted files on iphones and ipads. the ios version of the forensic toolkit can be
used both remotely and on-device and allows performing full extraction in order to read any file. the
toolkit can be installed even if the device is secured, thanks to a brute force escape method. the
elcomsoft ios forensic toolkit is a standalone tool that can be used to recover and extract files
directly from ios devices and backups. the tools signature file can be used to validate the
authenticity of the toolkit. the toolkit can also be used for forensic extraction of documents, media
files, and other user-created files. elcomsoft ios forensic toolkit can be used for installing applications
on a device in order to extract application data, including apk, ipa, and obj files. files from any
application on the device can be extracted.
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elcomsoft phone viewer is compatible with elcomsoft phone breaker and elcomsoft phone breaker
forensic edition. you can access your elcomsoft phone breaker database from both programs, and

you can also view synced contacts through elcomsoft phone viewer, however, elcomsoft phone
viewer cannot decrypt encrypted data. with this release we have added a lot of extra in the option
panel. do not let the large number of items confuse you. the first few clicks will ensure that you are

presented with the necessary options to investigate the data easily. iphone forensics -
introductionnote 1: if you are familiar with elcomsoft phone breaker, you will notice a dramatic

change of the interface and improvements. the new interface is lighter and easier to navigate. also,
a lot of clickable items are now available. the "add all" checkboxes now work as expected, selecting

the files you want to work with, instead of a button that was just toggled by a click.note 2: please
keep in mind that you cannot export the exportable files through the iphone. they are deleted after

the export. to export a file, you will need to extract it using the phone viewer and then manually
export the file. you will need a windows pc for this task. note 3: one of the most common request at

the beginning is to extract iphone backups from a locked iphone. elcomsoft phone breaker now
supports unlocking your phone with elcomsoft phone breaker, just follow the instructions on the

elcomsoft phone breaker page to unlock your iphone in itunes. after the unlock, you will be able to
perform the extraction using elcomsoft phone breaker. 5ec8ef588b
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